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IFC-IOR is premised on mutual collaboration and cooperation and aims to advance maritime safety 

and security in the Indian Ocean Region. The centre aims to work closely with national and regional 

agencies as well as like minded Centres to generate comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The 

mutual collaboration is further enhanced with the presence of International Liaison Officers (ILOs) 

from partners nations positioned at the Centre. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) is a 

comprehensive effort by the Centre to generate an overarching picture to assist the maritime 

community in better understanding of the maritime challenges and threats in the region. While the 

various maritime security threats are monitored on a daily basis by the integrated team with ILOs, and 

is disseminated through the IFC-IOR website, the maritime security analysis culminates in the form of 

monthly MMSU. The maritime security incidents for the duration of 01 Jan – 31 Jan 20 have been 

categorised under the following heads:-  

    (a)   Piracy and Armed Robbery    (b) Maritime Terrorism               

    (c)  Contraband Smuggling                              (d) Irregular Human Migration                                                   

    (e)  Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing  (f) Maritime Incidents   

    (g)  Natural Events      (h) Environmental Security 

 

     

 

A total of 127 incidents were monitored in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the month of Jan 20. 

Maximum number of maritime incidents were reported followed by Piracy & Armed Robbery, IUU 

fishing, Irregular Human Migration and Contraband Smuggling. Only one incident in Sulu Celebes 

Sea has been classified under Maritime Terrorism. 

SCOPE 

OVERVIEW OF INCIDENTS 
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* GoG – Focus on only Piracy & Armed Robbery incidents; Mediterranean – Focus on only IHM incidents  

 

The maritime security situation in the wider Indian Ocean region has been monitored under various maritime 

security threat categories for the month of Jan 20. 

 Piracy and Armed Robbery incidents involved two kidnapping incidents in the Gulf of Guinea, two suspicious 

approaches in the Gulf of Aden, Sea thefts on vessels transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) 

and sea thefts onboard vessels berthed/anchored in various ports/anchorages in Indian Ocean Region. As compared 

to Dec 19, there was an overall decrease in the number of kidnapping incidents in GoG and sea theft incidents in 

SOMS, although the overall numbers of incidents remain at similar level.  

 Maritime terrorism incident involving abduction of crew from a fishing boat in Sulu Celebes Sea was 

observed.  This was the first incident reported in 2020 as compared to two incidents reported in entire 2019. 

 Contraband smuggling incidents involved major drug seizures in the North Arabian Sea with seizures 

undertaken by deployed military assets as well as regional maritime enforcement agencies. Major drugs which were 

seized in IOR involved Heroin, Hashish and Methamphetamine. Other incidents involved natural resources 

smuggling (red Sandalwood and Gold), quartz and cigarettes. 

 IUU fishing incidents were reported throughout the IOR with local IUU incidents reported due to use of 

illegal fishing methods by local fishermen including banned nets and fishing in restricted areas. Poaching incidents 

were reported in Thailand, Sri Lanka and Malaysia. 

 IHM incidents were reported predominately off the east Coast of Africa and in the Mediterranean. As per 

latest UN International Organistaion for Migration (IOM) report, 4,432 migrants and refugees have entered Europe 

by sea almost four weeks into the new year, down from 5,266 who arrived during the same period last year. 

 Maritime incidents reported in IOR indicated a large number of SAR operations and Medevac undertaken by 

the regional maritime agencies which led to rescue of 197 seafarers. Heavy rainfall and floods in Madagascar led to 

declaration of state of emergency in the country on 24 Jan 20. 

 Heightened military activity and increased political tensions were observed in the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman 

and Strait of Hormuz which remained a cause of concern for the commercial shipping. Various advisories were 

issued in addition to institution of European Maritime Awareness in the SoH (EMASOH) mission and IMSC. 

 Coronavirus was seen to have a considerable impact on shipping community with various advisories for 

maritime community being issued by concerned stakeholders.  

 A study on “Unconventional Tracks of Tropical Cyclones in Northern Indian Ocean” was undertaken by Indian 

Navy’s Directorate of Naval Oceanology and Meteorology and has been uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference. 

Piracy & Armed Robbery IUU Fishing Irregular Human Migration Contraband Smuggling Maritime Incidents Maritime Terrorism 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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  PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY 

A total of 24 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were recorded by the Centre for the 

month of Jan 20.  Majority of the incidents were reported in the Gulf of Guinea followed by Straits of Malacca and 

Singapore.  

Kidnappings in GoG – There were two kidnapping incidents reported in the month of Jan 20 with both incidents 

occurring closer to the coast (maximum range upto 5 Nm). A total of four crew were kidnapped out of which three 

were released. In comparison, three incidents of kidnapping were reported last month with reported abduction in 

large numbers (47 crew from five different nationalities). However, the threat of crew getting kidnapped at greater 

ranges from the coast remains, with distinct possibility of involvement of well organized groups involved in such 

activities supported by mother ships.  

Sea Theft/Robbery incidents in SOMS - There was a marked decrease in the reported incidents of Piracy and Armed 

Robbery in Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) for the month of Jan 20. Only four incidents were reported in 

Jan 20 as compared to eight in Dec 19. None of the incidents in Jan 20 involved usage of weapons or violence with 

the crew as compared to four such incidents in Dec 19. 

Suspicious approaches in GoA. Two suspicious approaches were reported in the Gulf of Aden. However, none of the 

incidents involved any damage to the vessel or crew. 

Sea Theft/Robbery incidents at anchorages. Other incidents pertaining to sea theft/robbery were reported in 

anchorages in India (Alang), Indonesia (Panjang, Tabaneo, Belawan), Mozambique (Nacala) and Philippines 

(Manila). 
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The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in month of Jan 20:- 

 

 Kidnap/ Off Ramos River, Nigeria/ 02 Jan 20.                        (GoG)                                                               
 

An incident of kidnapping was reported onboard a Nigerian flagged Dredger MV AMBIKA, near the mouth of Ramos 

River on 02 Jan 20. The sea robbers had attacked the vessel close to Ramos River entrance. A six man troop of the 

Nigerian Navy was sent to neutralise the threat. Upon arrival of the rescue team at the scene of the incident, the 

exchange of gun fire took place which led to killing of four naval ratings. The suspected sea robbers abducted three 

crew members (two Russians and one Indian) leaving behind five other crew members. The vessel was also reportedly 

stolen by the pirates.  

 

 Sea Theft/ Alang Anchorage, Gujarat/ 07 Jan 20.                                                       (Arabian Sea)                                                               
 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Palau flagged supply vessel AMIL 12 on 07 Jan 20. Whilst at anchor, five 

perpetrators boarded the ship from a small boat and reportedly stole some stores and spares before escaping. The 

incident was reported to VTS Khambhat, MRCC Mumbai and the Indian Coast Guard. The crew was reported to be 

safe. Marine Police, Alang was intimated about the incident by MRCC Focal Point (India) which then commenced 

investigation into the incident. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Tondang, Indonesia, SOMS/ 08 Jan 20.                     (SOMS)                                                               

 
An incident of attempted sea theft was reported onboard a UK flagged tanker BRITISH MARINER approximately      

6.2 Nm northwest of Tanjung Tondang, Pulau Bintan, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of the TSS in the Straits of 

Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) on 08 Jan 20. While underway, two perpetrators were sighted in the Engine Room of 

the ship. The alarm was immediately raised and the perpetrators escaped empty-handed. The crew was reported to be 

safe.  

 

 Suspicious Approach / Off Djibouti, Gulf Of Aden/  11 Jan 20.                                              (GoA) 
 

An incident of suspicious approach was reported by a MV off Djibouti on 11 Jan 20.  The vessel was reportedly 

approached by about seven high speed crafts with four PoB on each. The crew and ship were reported to be safe.  

 

Updates  
 

08 Jan 20 - Three kidnapped crew were reportedly rescued unhurt. The vessel MV AMBIKA, was also recovered. 

  
31 Jan 20 - Nigerian Navy arrested three sea robbers suspected to have links with the pirates that killed four 

naval ratings in Ondo State. The arrest came a day after the Navy declared 33 sea pirates wanted for the 

abduction of three foreign sailors (two Russians and one Indian) in the Niger Delta. Officials reported that the 

suspects were arrested in the creeks of the Niger Delta subsequently. 

SUMMARY OF PIRACY AND ARMED ROBBERY INCIDENTS 

Updates  
 

10 Jan 20 - Tug AMIL 59 with D/V AMIL 12 was at anchorage in position 087 Alang 06 Nm  and was due for 

demolition at Alang. Master of AMIL 59 reported that three to four personnel boarded the D/V AMIL 12 and stole 

stores/spares. Master managed to take few photographs of the perpetrators. Investigation by Marine Police is 

presently underway.  

 

12 Jan 20 - Five perpetrators who had stolen 200 pieces of scrap were arrested by the police on 11 Jan 20. 

Arrested personnel had committed the theft by going in a boat to the ship near Alang ship-breaking yard.  Alang 

Marine Police official stated that the accused are suspected to be involved in more than one theft. Their modus 

operandi reportedly was to go in a boat to the ships anchored near the ship-breaking yard and commit petty thefts 

of scrap and other items.  
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 Sea Theft / Panjang Anchorage, Indonesia/ 13 Jan 20.                                                (Indian Ocean)                                                               

 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged Bulk Carrier FEDERAL BRISTOL anchored 

off Panjang Anchorage on 13 Jan 20. Anti-theft watchkeepers onboard the ship noticed the steering gear room door 

opened and thereafter found some engine spares missing. The incident was reported to local agent. 

 

 Sea Robbery/ Off Nacala Anchorage, Mozambique/ 13 Jan 20.                       (East Africa)                                                               
 

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Liberian flagged container vessel NORDIC WISMAR anchored off 

Nacala Anchorage, Mozambique on 13 Jan 20. Duty watchman during rounds on deck noticed two robbers armed with 

long knives approaching him. He immediately informed Duty Officer who raised alarm, and alerted other crew. Few 

store items were reportedly stolen from the ship. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ Off Lome Anchorage, Togo/ 13 Jan 20.                                           (GoG)                                                               
 

An incident of attempted boarding was reported onboard a anchored Panama flagged container ship MSC 

NEDERLAND, anchored 5 Nm off Lome anchorage, Togo on 13 Jan 20. Reportedly, the Captain of the vessel issued a 

distress call stating that at least eight people in a boat came alongside the vessel and tried to board using hooked ropes. 

All the crew members were safely mustered in the citadel. A Togolese Navy patrol vessel reached in proximity 

following the distress call. No perepetrators were found in the vicinity and vessel was reported safe. 

 Suspicious Approach/ Off Douala, Cameroon/ 15 Jan 20.                                     (GoG)                                                               
 

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Chemical oil Tanker, off Douala inner anchorage area, 

Cameroon on 15 Jan 20. The tanker was approached by four personnel on a skiff with red hull on the starboard side. 

Upon seeing the security guard onboard, the boat altered course toward stern of the tanker. The security guard onboard 

signaled the boat to stop approaching to which the boat did not heed. The security guard then fired warning shots 

resulting in the boat aborting the approach. Cameroon Navy was informed about the incident. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ SW of Bonny, Nigeria/ 16 Jan 20.                                                                    (GoG)                                                               
 

An incident of attempted boarding was reported onboard a Malta flagged product tanker MV LAGERTHA 

approximately 52 Nm SW of Bonny, Nigeria on 16 Jan 20. Five armed pirates in a small craft approached the tanker 

whilst underway. Alarm was raised along with evasive manoeuvres by the ship. Armed security team onboard the 

tanker fired warning shots resulting in the pirates returning fire and then aborting the approach and moving away. 

Vessel and Crew were reported to be safe. 

 

 Attempted Boarding / Lagos Secure Anchorage Area (SAA), Nigeria/ 17 Jan 20.                              (GoG)                                                               

                             
An incident of attempted boarding was reported onboard a Marshall Island flagged tanker anchored off Lagos Secure 

Anchorage Area (SAA), Nigeria on 17 Jan 20. Robbers in a small boat approached the tanker during STS cargo 

operations. Two of the robbers attempted to board the tanker via anchor chain. Duty crew on routine rounds noticed 

the robbers and raised the alarm. Crew was mustered and patrol boat was informed about the incident. Seeing the 

alerted crew, the robbers aborted the boarding and escaped in their boat. Nigerian authorities were duly informed. 

 

 Sea Theft / Eastbound lane of TSS, Singapore, SOMS/ 18 Jan 20.                                  (SOMS)   
                 
An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Singapore flagged barge LKH 2882 being towed by a Singapore 

flagged tug KIM HOCK TUG 9 in the eastbound lane of the TSS in SOMS on 18 Jan 20. Reportedly, six to seven 

perpetrators were sighted onboard the barge. The perpetrators escaped in two to three small boats upon seeing another 

tug boat KIM HOCK VIRGO approaching. The Master of Kim Hock Tug 9 reported the incident to Singapore Vessel 

Traffic Information System (VTIS). The crew was reported safe while some scrap metal was found stolen.  
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 Attempted Sea Robbery/ South of  Cotonou, Benin/ 19 Jan 20.                                     (GoG)                                                               
                         
An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard an underway Marshall Islands flagged container ship 

ATLANTIC DISCOVERER around 73 Nm South of Cotonou, Benin on 19 Jan 20. Two pirates armed with AK47 rifles 

in a boat approached and boarded a drifting container ship. The Duty Officer spotted two armed pirates on the main 

deck, resulting in the main deck lights being switched on and the vessel proceeding to the west at full speed. As the 

vessel began to make way, a small craft with a ladder was seen departing the scene. All crew members were accounted 

for and no items were reported stolen. 

 

 Suspicious Approach/ Off Lagos, Nigeria/ 21 Jan 20.                                                      (GoG)                                                               
 

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard an underway Marshall Islands flagged tanker TORNADO, 

approximately 57 Nm SSE of Lagos, Nigeria on 21 Jan 20. It was reported that five to six gunmen in skiff containing a  

long ladder with hooks had approached the tanker. 

 

 Attempted Boarding / Off Bayelsa, Nigeria/ 21 Jan 20.                                                        (GoG)                                                               
     

An incident of attempted boarding was reported onboard an underway Panama flagged container ship MSC GRACE 

approximately 19 Nm SW of Bayelsa, Nigeria on 21 Jan 20. Around 15 armed personnel in a speed boat chased and 

fired on the vessel. Alarm was immediately raised and the non-essential crew took shelter in the citadel. The vessel 

increased speed and the armed naval guard onboard returned fire, resulting in the skiff aborting the attack. Vessel and 

the crew were reported to be safe.  

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery/ Off Pulau Batam, Indonesia/ 21 Jan 20.                              (SCS)                                                               
 

An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard an anchored tanker HORIZON MARU, off Port Kabil, east 

of Pulau Batam, Indonesia on 21 Jan 20. Whilst at anchor, four perpetrators armed with sharp weapons boarded the 

ship. The crew confronted the perpetrators and managed to capture one of them. The other three perpetrators escaped 

empty-handed. One of the crew suffered facial injury. The master alerted ships in the vicinity and reported to Batam 

Police via VHF Ch 16. The Batam Police boarded the ship and took custody of the captured perpetrator. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Taboneo Anchorage, Indonesia/ 22 Jan 20.                                               (Java Sea)                                                               

 
An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Liberia flagged Bulk carrier RHL CLARITA anchored off Tabaneo 

anchorage, Area A, Indonesia on 22 Jan 20. Duty crew onboard the bulk carrier noticed the lock at the bosun store 

broken. Ship properties including two rolls of power cable (75 m) and one used rope (25 m) were stolen. The incident 

was reported to Port Control and local agent. 

 

 Suspicious Approach / Off Djibouti, Gulf Of Aden/ 23 Jan 20.                                              (GoA)                                                               
     

An incident of suspicious approach was reported onboard a Saudi Arabia flagged Tanker MT NCC HIJAZ, off Djibouti 

on 23 Jan 20.  The tanker was reportedly approached by skiffs off Djibouti. The pirates fled when the ship initiated 

necessary security measures. The crew and ship were reported to be safe.  

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Off Lagos, Nigeria/ 25 Jan 20.                                                               (GoG)                                                               
                    
An incident of attempted sea theft was reported onboard a Denmark flagged product tanker NORD STINGRAY, 

anchored off Lagos, Nigeria on 25 Jan 20. Duty crew onboard the tanker, while carrying out STS operations, noticed 

Update  

 

At around 1551 LT on the same day, approximately four hours after the first incident, seven perpetrators were 

sighted on the barge, LKH 2882. Two Singapore Police Coast Guard crafts were dispatched to intercept. The 

perpetrators fled in their sampans on seeing the Singapore Police Coast Guard crafts. The crew was not injured. 

Several pieces of scrap metal were reportedly stolen. 
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an unauthorised person near the forecastle. Alarm was sounded and seeing the alert crew, the person jumped overboard 

escaping with his accomplices in a wooden boat. No item was reported stolen.  

 

 Sea Theft / Manila anchorage, Philippines/ 25 Jan 20.                                                (SCS)                                                                                 
 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Portugal flagged container ship AS CLARITA, anchored off South 

Quarantine Anchorage area, Manila, Philippines on 25 Jan 20. The duty watch sighted one perpetrator and alerted the 

other crew members. The perpetrator hurriedly jumped overboard and swam towards a motor banca and subsequently 

fled from the area. The crew reported the incident to the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) Command Centre. A team of 

PCG personnel from Coast Guard Station Manila was immediately dispatched and boarded the ship to conduct inquiry 

and validate the report. 

 

 Sea Theft / off Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia/ 26 Jan 20.                              (Malacca Strait)                                                               
 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Singapore flagged chemical tanker FSL LONDON, anchored off 

Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia on 26 Jan 20. While at anchor, the Duty Officer on the Bridge sighted a suspicious 

boat heading out from the ship. The Master formed a security team to conduct a search of the ship. The security team 

found several store items missing. From the investigation, it was revealed that the perpetrators had boarded the ship 

through the anchor chain hawse pipe.  
 

 Sea Theft / Off Nongsa Point, Pulau Batam, Indonesia, SOMS / 28 Jan 20.                                        (SOMS)                                                               
 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard an underway Panama flagged Bulk Carrier PAPORA WISDOM, 

approximately 3.7 Nm northwest of Nongsa Point, Pulau Batam, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of the TSS in the 

Singapore Strait on 28 Jan 20. While underway, two perpetrators were sighted in the Engine Room. The ship’s alarm 

was raised and the perpetrators escaped in a small boat from the ship’s side. A search was conducted onboard the ship 

and some engine spares were reported to be stolen.  

 

 Sea Theft/ FOT, Onne, Nigeria/ 29 Jan 20                                   (GoG) 

 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Panama flagged Supply Ship POSH KITTIWAKE, berthed at Federal 

Ocean Terminal, Onne, Nigeria on 29 Jan 20. Duty crew onboard the berthed vessel noticed an unauthorised person on 

deck. Alarm was raised and hearing the alerted crew, the person escaped with few of the ship’s effects.  

 

 

 Sea Theft / Manila South Anchorage, Philippines / 29 Jan 20.                                                            (SCS)                                                               
 

An incident of sea theft was reported onboard a Hong Kong flagged container ship COSCO SAO PAULO, anchored 

off Manila South Anchorage, Philippines on 29 Jan 20. The duty crew noticed several perpetrators onboard the ship 

Comments.  There was a marked decrease in the reported incidents of Piracy and Armed Robbery in Straits of 

Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) for the month of Jan 20. Only four incidents were reported in Jan 20 as compared 

to eight in Dec 19. In addition, following has been observed:- 

(a) While most of the incidents reported last year involved tugs and barges, a change continues to be observed 

with only one out of five incidents in the month of Nov 19, two out of eight incidents in the month of Dec 19 

and two out of four incidents in the month of Jan 20 were onboard a tug and barge while remaining related to 

bulk carriers/tankers.  

(b) All incidents in Jan 20 were reported in the eastbound lane of the TSS in SOMS. 

(c) There was a decrease in general trend pertaining to violence and use of weapons. None of the incidents in 

Jan 20 involved usage of weapons or violence with the crew as compared to four incidents in Dec 19. In all the 

incidents, perpetrators actually boarded the ship while they were successful in stealing items in only three of 

the incidents.  

(d) The stolen items included engine spares and scrap metal. 

(e) Enhanced vigilance is being exercised by all littorals and proactive action being undertaken involving 

necessary navigational broadcasts on receipt of any report of suspicious activity including escorting of the 

vessels in some of the cases. 
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who escaped seeing the alerted crew. Two of the storage rooms were reportedly broken into and items stolen. 

Philippines Coast Guard boarded the ship for inquiry and advised the Master and crew to strengthen their security 

measures and report similar incidents to the nearest Philippine Coast Guard units.  
 

 Kidnap / Off Limbe, Cameroon / 30 Jan 20.                                                                                      (GoG)                                                               

 
An incident of kidnapping was reported onboard a passenger vessel approximately 5 Nm off Limbe on 30 Jan 20. The 

vessel was reportedly underway off the port when it was approached and boarded by at least six people in a single 

speed boat. One passenger was kidnapped who was later seen being taken towards the Bakassi peninsula.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Kidnapping of  crew in Gulf of Guinea 

 

 Only two incidents pertaining to kidnapping of crew were reported in the month of Jan 20. However, two 

kidnapping incidents were reported in the month of Dec 19 which involved kidnapping of crew, predominantly 

Indian. Both the incidents were reported at extended ranges from the coast. A kidnapping incident was reported 

onboard a Marshall Islands flagged tanker MV DUKE in Gulf of Guinea on 15 Dec 19. The vessel was attacked by 

pirates in Gulf of Guinea at 130 Nm SE of Lome Togo enroute from Luanda to Lome. Reportedly 20 Indian crew 

were kidnapped. IFC-IOR received information about release of 19 out of the 20 kidnapped crew of MT Duke on 19 

Jan 20 . One crew was evidently taken ill and died in captivity. There was a marked change in the modus operandi 

and outcome of the kidnapping incidents in Jan 20 as compared to the incidents in Dec 19. 

 

- Incident onboard MT Ambika in Jan 20 involved gun battle between the reported security personnel 

onboard and the pirates. Reportedly, four naval ratings were killed during the exchange of fire. There were 

reports of dedicated military operation undertaken by the Nigerian authorities which led to early release of 

kidnapped crew along with killing of the perpetrators. 

-  Incidents onboard MT Duke and MV Nave Constellation involved negotiation between the perpetrators 

and the vessel’s company which led to detaining of kidnapped crew for a longer duration of time. Inputs from 

released crew indicate that the kidnapped crew faced tough living conditions with reports indicating crew being 

housed near crocodile infested areas in unhygienic conditions. It is pertinent to mention that the crew was in 

captivity for more than 35 days and one of the kidnapped Indian crew onboard MT Duke died in captivity, 

possibly due to Malaria. 

 

The recent kidnapping incidents in Gulf of Guinea remain an area of concern due to the risk being faced by 

maritime community and seafarers operating in the Gulf of Guinea. The uncertainities involved in the hardships 

and challenges faced by the crew as well as varying modus operandi involved in the kidnappings which vary from 

internal security issues/gang wars as well as kidnap for ransom cases make the issue more complex. 
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 Kidnapping/ Off Lahad Datu, Sabah, Malaysia/ 17 Jan 20.    (Sulu Celebes Sea) 
                             

An incident of Kidnapping was reported onboard an underway fishing trawler with marking SSK 00543 approximately 

4.24 Nm NW of Pulua Tambisan, Lahad Datu, Sabah, Malaysia on 17 Jan 20.  Reportedly, six gunmen dressed in 

black suits with masks used a grey speedboat with twin engine (40 HP) and abducted eight Indonesian crew from the 

Malaysian registered fishing trawler. 

 

 

 

Updates  

 

18 Jan 20 - Malaysian authorities reported that they had recovered three of the eight missing crew in the vicinity of 

Lahad Datu, Sabah. The Philippines and Malaysian authorities stepped up their patrol efforts, conducting pursuit 

operations and intensifying its military operations to locate the five abducted Indonesian crew.  

 

28 Jan 20 - On 28 Jan 20, two of the six men suspected of kidnapping five Indonesian fishermen in Malaysian waters 

were shot dead by Philippine security forces in waters off Jolo Island, in the southern Philippines. Reportedly, the 

suspects had just dropped off the five abductees at an unspecified island in the southern Philippines and were heading 

to another island when they ran into the authorities. 

 

 

 Comments. This is the first abduction of crew incident reported in 2020. There were two incidents of abduction of 

crew reported in 2019 (on 18 Jun and 23 Sep). All the abducted crew from the two incidents in 2019 were rescued and 

released.  It is pertinent that general area of occurrence of all incidents remains the same and kidnappings were 

undertaken from fishing boats/trawlers. 

MARITIME TERRORISM 
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CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 

A total of 12 contraband smuggling incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 20.  Majority of the 

incidents were related to drug smuggling followed by natural resources and cigarettes smuggling. 

Drug seizures – Major drug seized along with quantity were Heroin (35 kg), Hashish (5000 kg) and 

Methamphetamine (317 kg). Heroin and Hasish were predominantly seized in North Arabian Sea while 

Methamphetamine was seized in Malaysia and Indonesia. Seizures off Sri Lanka included cannabis and beedi leaves. 

Natural resources smuggling – Natural resources smuggled via the sea route included precious wood (Sandalwood), 

gold and quartz. Sandalwood seizures were reported off India, Sri Lanka and Vietnam while Gold seizures were 

reported off Sri Lanka. 

Cigarettes Smuggling – Cigarettes smuggling seizures were predominantly reported in Malaysia. 
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 Natural Resources Smuggling/ Off Tanjung Pelepas, Malaysia / 01 Jan 20.            (Quartz & Sandalwood)                             

On 01 Jan 20, Johor Customs Department confiscated USD 4.2 million worth of contraband including Quartz, red 

sandalwood and white cigarettes. These were found while conducting an inspection of six containers on a vessel at 

Tanjung Pelepas Port. Reportedly, all six containers were found to contain quartz lumps, with one also having red 

sandalwood reportedly headed for China.  

 Drug Smuggling/ North Arabian Sea/ 05 Jan 20.                                                         (Hashish)                                                                                           

On 05 Jan 20, FS COURBET, in direct support of CTF 150, seized 1,500 kg of hashish from a vessel in the Northern 

Arabian Sea. Using their shipborne helicopter, FS COURBET detected the suspicious vessel and dispatched a boarding 

team to conduct a search. The team was able to uncover 1,500 kg of hashish hidden among unused fishing gear. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jakhau, Gujarat, India / 06 Jan 20.                            (Heroin)                                                                   

In a joint operation on early hours of 06 Jan 20, the Indian Coast 

Guard and Gujarat Anti-Terrorist Squad (ATS) apprehended a Pak 

boat Al-Zam Zam with five Pakistani personnel onboard off Jakhau 

coast. 35 Kg of heroin (worth USD 25 millions in international 

market) was seized from the boat.  

 

 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Galle, Sri Lanka/ 07 Jan 20.                                                                             (Cannabis)                                 

On 07 Jan 20, Sri Lankan Navy apprehended a trawler that was transferring Kerala Cannabis in the seas off 

Galle. According to the Navy, Six personnel were arrested with 15 kg of cannabis. The seized Cannabis, suspects and 

the trawler were handed over to Police Narcotic Bureau in Hikkaduwa for further investigation. 

 

 Natural Resources Smuggling/ Off Saigon Port, Vietnam / 10 Jan 20.                                    (Wood) 
 

On 10 Jan 20,  Vietnam customs officials confiscated over 1,000 cubic meters of 

timber worth over USD 430,000 illegally imported from Africa with fake 

declarations. In the declarations, the shipment was listed as containing Afzelia 

Xylocarpa wood, a species of tree native to Southeast Asia. Upon inspection, the 

wood from the African kino tree (Pterocarpus erinaceus) was found which is 

listed as an endangered species.   

 

 

 Cigarettes Smuggling/ Off Sandakan Port, Malaysia / 11 Jan 20.                         (Cigarettes)                             

On 11 Jan 20, the Malaysian Beluran district General Operations Force (GOF) arrested a teenager from Philippines 

suspected of smuggling 3,400 boxes of illicit cigarettes into the state. The enforcement team was patrolling the area 

when they spotted a passenger boat berthing at jetty. A struggle ensued when the suspect acted aggressively upon 

being approached by the enforcement team. The teenager was eventually apprehended. As per the officials, 

preliminary investigation showed that the value of the contraband after tax is USD 39,000.  

Comments. According to Section 135(1)(a) of Malaysia’s Customs Act 1967, Quartz lumps are banned import 

goods and require a permit from the Malaysian Quarantine and Inspection Service (Maqis). Red sandalwood is a 

commodity regulated under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of the Wild Fauna and 

Flora (CITIES) and its import requires a permit from the Malaysian Timber Industry Board (MTIB). 

 

Comments. African Kino tree is an endangered species that is native to West Africa and is listed as protected in 

the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. According to 

international regulations, import of this wood requires permission from authorities in both the countries of origin 

and destination. 

 

SUMMARY OF CONTRABAND SMUGGLING INCIDENTS 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Off Batu Payung, Malaysia / 11 Jan 20                   Methamphetamine (Syabu) 

On 11 Jan 20, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) seized 17 kg 

of drugs believed to be syabu at Batu Payung beach. According to Tawau Maritime 

Zone officials, the drugs which was estimated to be worth about RM2.5 million 

(USD 610,000), were found inside 17 packages of Chinese tea. Reportedly, a 

MMEA patrol boat detected a suspicious speedboat approaching the beach and 

tailed it. However, the speedboat escaped upon realizing it was tailed. Two men 

waiting at the beach also fled, leaving behind a yellow bag containing the drugs that 

was found on the beach. It is believed that the speed-boat was about to pick-up the 

drugs at the beach to be brought to a neighbouring country. 

 

 Natural Resources Smuggling/ Off  Mundra, Gujarat, India / 14 Jan 20.        (Red Sandalwood)  

On 14 Jan 20, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) seized over 9.6 tonnes of Red Sanders (red sandalwood) 

worth USD 600,000 from a container kept in Mundra port of Gujarat for smuggling it abroad. One person was arrested 

and an investigation was initiated.  

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Karainagar, Sri Lanka / 18 Jan 20.                                  (Beedi leaves)                                                                   

On 18 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy recovered about 1060 kg of beedi leaves along with two dinghies, during a search 

conducted in the sea area of Karainagar. The naval vessel, whilst on a search operation in the sea area of Karainagar, 

Jaffna, had spotted two suspicious dinghies at the Ceynor Jetty. The seized beedi leaves and dinghies were handed 

over to the Tellippalai Customs office in Jaffna for onward investigation.  

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Gulf of Oman/ 18 Jan 20.                                                          (Hashish)                                                                                           

On 18 Jan 20, French Naval Ship FS COURBET while operating under CTF 150, 

made a drug bust and over 3000 kg of Hashish was discovered from a dhow in Gulf 

of Oman with an estimated regional value of over USD 1.5 Million. Using the ship 

borne helicopter, FS COURBET identified and tracked a suspicious dhow sailing in 

their area of operations. A boarding team, including their drug detecting dog, was 

dispatched in a Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat (RHIB) to search the vessel which 

resulted in recovery of drug. 

 

 Natural resources Smuggling/ Off Kudiramalai, Sri Lanka / 29 Jan 20.                              (Gold)                                                                   

On 29 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended four personnel with a stock of gold being smuggled via sea, during a 

patrol conducted in the sea area off Kudiramalai. A naval craft patrolling in the sea area of Kudiramalai managed to 

find 41 gold biscuits, after inspecting a suspicious fishing dhow in the waters off Kudiramalai. The apprehended 

suspects together with gold and seized vessel were handed over to the Customs Office of Sinnapadu for onward 

investigation. 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Jakarta, Indonesia / 31 Jan 20.                                  (Methamphetamine)                                                                              

On 31 Jan 20, the Indonesian police foiled the biggest distribution of crystal methamphetamine in the country and 

seized nearly 300 kg of the drug. Officials reported that the haul came after the police gunned down three suspects in a 

shoot-out on a toll road in the western part of the capital, Jakarta. 288kg of the drug was then found in the truck of the 

suspects and the drug was valued at 864 billion rupiah USD 86 million. The contraband was hidden in 18 white sacks 

and transported from the Merak seaport in Banten, a province next to Jakarta.  

Comments. Red sanders are naturally found in the hilly regions of Cuddpah-Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh in 

India and remain in high demand in some Asian countries for making furniture, musical instruments and medicines. 

It comes under a protected species under the Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 

Fauna and Flora and also the Wild Life (Protection) Act 
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IUU FISHING 
 

A total of 24 IUU fishing incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 20.  Majority of the incidents 

were related to IUU fishing undertaken by local fishermen followed by incidents related to IUU fishing undertaken by 

foreign fishermen in waters of another nation. 

Local IUU fishing.  Majority of arrests of local fishermen were reported in Malaysia, Philippines, Sri Lanka and 

India owing to fishermen using illegal methods of fishing like banned nets, explosives etc (Sri Lanka and Philippines), 

fishing outside the designated allowed area of fishing depending upon the class of boat (Malaysia) or fishing in areas 

where fishing ban is in progress(India). 

Foreign IUU fishing. Arrest of foreign fishermen undertaking poaching in waters of another country were reported in 

Thailand, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Iran and PNG. 
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 IUU Fishing (Local)/ Off Barangay, Philippines/ 03 Jan 20.                                                (Local)

      

On 03 Jan 20, Philippine Coast Guard Sub-Station Barobo Maritime Law Enforcement team apprehended two 

fishermen for illegally fishing using compressor off Barangay Sua in violation of Barobo Municipal Ordinance 

number four series of 2011 section 46 which bans the use of compressor as breathing apparatus in all fishing activity. 

 
 IUU Fishing (Foreign)/ Off Dodanduwa, Sri Lanka/ 05 Jan 20.                                        (Local) 

 

On 05 Jan 20, Sri Lankan Navy with Fisheries Office of Galle apprehended four 

personnel on charge of illegal fishing in seas off Dodanduwa. Along with the 

suspects, 03 dinghies, LED bulbs and batteries used for this illegal fishing 

method were also seized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Prachuap Khiri Khan, Thailand/ 07 Jan 20.               (Foreign) 

On 07 Jan 20, a fisherman onboard a foreign fishing vessel was apprehended off  

Prachuap Khiri Khan Province by the Royal Thai Navy Patrol Vessel, for 

engaging in illegal fishing, without a license to fish in Thailand’s water. The 

vessel was also flying a false flag. The apprehended person along with his 

belongings and fishing gear was handed over to the local police at Sattahip, 

Chonburi Province for onward action. 

 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Sungai Ayam River, Malaysia/ 07 Jan 20.                         (Local) 

On 07 Jan 20, two fishermen discarded their equipment and escaped to shores after the Malaysian Maritime 

Enforcement Agency (MMEA) caught them using outlawed fishing nets from their unregistered boat off Sungai Ayam 

River. The MMEA then retrieved the discarded nets from the water. As per officials, usage of the "Bubu Naga" which 

is a long segmented net - had been deemed illegal under the Fisheries Act 1985 due to it being detrimental to the 

population of aquatic life. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Dodanduwa, Sri Lanka/ 07 Jan 20.                         (Local) 

 

On 07 Jan 20 Sri Lankan Navy, in coordination with Fisheries Office of Galle, apprehended four personnel for 

engaging in illegal fishing in seas off Galle. Reportedly, Navy spotted a suspicious vessel and apprehended the person 

onboard for engaging in fishing without license.  

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Mollikulam, Sri Lanka/ 08 Jan 20.                       (Local) 

On 08 Jan 20, Sri Lankan Navy arrested 15 individuals for usage of illegal fishing nets. The Navy made the arrest 

during routine patrols in the seas off Mullikulama, Mannar. Three each dingy boats and illegal fishing nets were also 

taken into custody. 

 

 

 

 

Comments. As per Malaysian Fisheries Act 1985, usage of the "Bubu Naga" which is a long segmented net is 

illegal as it is detrimental to the aquatic life. 

SUMMARY OF IUU FISHING INCIDENTS 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Silawathura Beach, Sri Lanka/ 08 Jan 20.                 (Local) 

 

On 08 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended two personnel for engaging in illegal 

fishing in Silawathura beach area who were engaged in fishing without a valid 

permit. The dinghy, an outboard motor (OBM), 24 sea cucumbers and 17 kg of 

illegally caught fish were also taken into naval custody. The suspects were handed 

over to the Fisheries Inspector-Mannar for onward action.  

 
 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary, India/ 08 Jan 20.                                     (Local) 

On 08 Jan 20, Indian forest officials arrested 18 fishermen and seized two trawlers from the waters near Gahirmatha 

Marine Sanctuary in Kendrapara district of Odisha. Forest guards have been deployed to prevent illegal fishing in 

protected marine sanctuary area.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Patnanungan, Philippines/ 10 Jan 20.                                                  (Local) 

On 10 Jan 20, three fishermen allegedly engaged in cyanide fishing were arrested in the Island town of Patnanungan in 

Quezon province, Philippines. It was reported that a joint team of police and officials of municipal agricultural office 

arrested the suspects while they were fishing using sodium cyanide in the water.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Agatti, Lakshadweep, India/ 11 Jan 20.                              (Local) 

On 11 Jan 20, officials from Forest Department, Fisheries and local researchers intercepted a boat near Agatti island 

filled with dried and live sea cucumbers worth USD 150,000. The team seized 219 sea cucumbers weighing 234 kg 

which were packed and ready for transportation. The species is protected under the Convention on International Trade 

in Endangered Species (CITES), to which India is a signatory. The accused fishermen were residents of Kavaratti and 

were taken into custody for further action. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Chandpur, Bangladesh/ 12 Jan 20.                  (Local) 

On 12 Jan 20, a team of the Bangladesh River Police seized four million meters of illegal fishing net from Padma 

River. Officials seized two million meters of Current Jal and another two million meters of illegal fishing net from 

different spots in the river. The nets were later burnt and destroyed.  

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Puttalam, Sri Lanka/ 13 Jan 20.                                                           (Local)  

 
On 13 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy during a patrol in seas off Pukkulam in Puttalam, apprehended three personnel who 

were engaged in illegal fishing. Along with the suspects, one each dinghy, unauthorized fishing net and an outboard 

motor were also taken into custody.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mongla, Bangladesh/ 16 Jan 20.                           (Foreign) 

 
On 16 Jan 20, Bangladesh Navy detained 26 foreign fishermen and seized two fishing boats approximately 90 Nm off 

the Mongla Port allegedly for fishing illegally in Bangladesh territorial waters. The detained fishermen were handed 

over to police for further interrogation. 

Comments. As per Malaysian Fisheries Act 1985, usage of the "Bubu Naga" which is a long segmented net is 

illegal as it is detrimental to the aquatic life. 

Comments. Reportedly, Cyanide fishing stuns and captures live reef fish, but kills the coral reefs in the process. 

Comments. Sea cucumbers are protected under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 

(CITES), to which India is a signatory. 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Georgetown, Malaysia/ 18 Jan 20.                              (Local) 

 

On 18 Jan 20, the Penang Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) arrested two local trawlers along with 

eight foreign workers for fishing outside the promulgated zone. Both boats along with the catch of mixed fish and 

fishing equipment was brought to the Marine Police Jetty, Batu Uban for further investigation. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Delft Island, Sri Lanka/ 18 Jan 20.                 (Foreign) 

 

On 18 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy reportedly apprehended four foreign fishermen along 

with a fishing trawler for allegedly poaching in Sri Lankan territorial waters. 

Subsequently, while the seized trawler was being escorted to Kankasanthurei, it 

sank due to a water leak into the hull. The fishermen were safely brought to the 

shore. 

 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Johar, SOMS, Malaysia/ 19 Jan 20.                        (Local) 

 
On 19 Jan 20, a local fishing vessel was detained by the Malaysia Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA), Tanjung 

Sedili Maritime Zone (ZMTS) after it was found to be in violation of the conditions for a fishery license. The fishing 

boat was run by five men including skipper with four foreigners who did not have a permit from the Director General 

of Fisheries.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mahshahr Coast, Iran/ 19 Jan 20.                                                         (Foreign)                 

 
On 19 Jan 20, Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corp Navy, IRGC(N) of Iran seized three foreign fishing boats off the 

coast of Mahshahr in Khuzestan province. According to the Commander of the Revolutionary Guard fleet, the boats 

had entered Iranian territorial waters illegally following which nine personnel were arrested and handed over to the 

judicial authorities. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Kendanpara, India/ 20 Jan 20.                  (Local) 

 

On 20 Jan 20, the Forest officials of Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary arrested nine crew members of a fishing vessel for 

fishing inside the prohibited zone. They also seized two GPS sets, two VHF sets, one fish finder, 13 trawling nets and 

60 kg of fish catch from the intercepted trawlers. All the fishermen were arrested and remanded into jail custody. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mari, Papua New Guinea/ 20 Jan 20.              (Foreign)                 

 
On 20 Jan 20, a ship was caught fishing illegally in PNG waters of Mari in the South Fly district in Western Province. 

A sectional task force was sent to Mari where they chased three boats. Two managed to escape while one was overrun 

and boarded by police officers who found nets, shark fins, fish meat, dugong ribs and teeth. Five foreigners were 

apprehended, interrogated and charged with one count each of illegally entering the country.  

 
 

Fishing ban in India’s Gahiramatha Sanctuary  

India’s Odisha forest department implemented the fishing ban commencing 01 Nov 19 till 31 May 20, in the state’s 

Gahiramatha marine sanctuary to protect Olive Ridley turtles. Gahiramatha, in the state’s Kendrapada district, 

was declared a marine sanctuary in 1997. Known as the world’s largest Olive Ridley rookery, the animals visit in 

large numbers in the waters surrounding the sanctuary in November for mating. The females lay eggs in March. In  

accordance  with  the  ban, trawlers  and fishermen have  been  directed  not  to  fish  within  20 kilometres of the 

coastline, covering 68 kilometres from Hukitola to Dhamara. Forest officials have deployed  forest  guards  to  

arrest  fishermen  found  entering  the  sanctuary.  In addition, 16 turtle protection camps including three offshore 

camps at Agaranashi, Barunei and Babubali islands have been established to protect turtles in the sanctuary. 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Bataan, Philippines/ 20 Jan 20.                                                             (Local) 

 

On 20 Jan 20, seaborne patrol conducted operation against illegal fishing along the maritime waters of the industrial 

town of Limay. The operation resulted in the arrest of 33 illegal fishermen mostly from Navotas City and Cavite 

province reportedly using trawls and fine mesh net. The fishermen, who reportedly lacked pertinent permits and 

licenses, were apprehended for violations of Section 86 of Republic Act 8550 or the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998 

– the law that prohibits the use of trawl 15 kilometers from coastline of the town. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Pang-Nga Province, Thailand/ 21 Jan 30.                 (Foreign)                 

 

On 21 Jan 20, fishermen onboard two foreign fishing vessels were apprehended off Phang-Nga province by the Royal 

Thai Navy Offshore Patrol Vessel on charges of illegal fishing and without a license to fish in Thailand’s waters. The 

apprehended personnel along with their belongings and fishing gear were handed over to Naval Base, Phang-Nga 

province for onward action. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Pantai Bakam, Malaysia/ 22 Jan 30.                 (Local) 

 

On 22 Jan 20, three foreign crew members onboard a local fishing vessel were detained by the MMEA after they were 

found to be fishing less than 12 Nm away from the coast, which breached the conditions contained in their license. 

Reportedly, the vessel was detained at about 6.9 nautical miles off Pantai Bakam.  

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Rameswaram, India/ 27 Jan 30.                                                           (Foreign) 

 
On 27 Jan 20, Sri Lankan Navy reportedly apprehended 11 foreign fishermen along 

with their fishing trawler for allegedly poaching in Sri Lankan territorial waters. The 

apprehended fishermen were escorted to the naval base SLNS Elara for further legal 

action. 

 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Mullikulam, Sri Lanka/ 28 Jan 20.                              (Local) 

 

On 28 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy apprehended five persons for engaging in illegal fishing, during a patrol carried out in 

the seas off Mullikulam.  Accordingly, a dinghy, an unauthorised net, an OBM and other fishing gears were taken into 

naval custody.  
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IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 

A total of 18 IHM fishing incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 20.  Majority of the incidents 

were reported off the coast of East Africa followed by Mediterranean. 

Off East Africa.  Majority of IHM incidents were reported off Mayotte which involved detaining of traditional local 

boats “kwassa” along with arrests of smugglers and detaining of migrants. 

Mediterranean. Majority of the incidents reported in Mediterranean were off Libya followed by Greece, Turkey and 

Cyprus. As per UN International Organisation for Migration (IOM), 4,432 migrants and refugees have entered 

Europe by sea almost four weeks into the New Year, down from 5,266 who arrived during the same period last year. 
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 Irregular Human Migration / West Of Kanikeli, Mayotte / 04 Jan 20.   

On 04 Jan 20, soldiers from the Pamandzi Nautical Brigade intercepted a 7m long Kwassa boat off west of Kani-Kéli. 

Onboard they discovered 15 passengers and an alleged smuggler. The passengers, who had no residence permits, were 

handed over to officials at the Pamandzi administrative detention center for their expulsion from the territory. As for 

the smuggler, he was referred to the Public Prosecutor's Office and placed under detention order pending his trial.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration / Off  Mayotte Coast / 04 Jan 20.   

On 04 Jan 20, the EMEA HQ in Mayotte coordinated the interception of a kwassa type boat, with a total of 12 

migrants, including two presumed smugglers.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration / Off  Kani-Keli, Mayotte / 08 Jan 20.   

On 08 Jan 20, off the coast of Kani-Keli, soldiers of the Pamandzi Nautical Brigade onboard the "MTSONTSO" 

stopped a boat with 13 migrants including an alleged smuggler.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration / Off  Libya, Mediterranean Sea / 09 Jan 20.   

According to UN International Organisation for Migration (IOM), Libyan Coast Guards detained more than 150 

migrants in national waters and brought them back to the shore.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration / Off Kani-Keli, Mayotte / 10 Jan 20.   

On 10 and 11 Jan 20, the EMEA HQ in Mayotte coordinated the interception of two kwassa-type boats with 21 

migrants and one presumed smuggler.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration / Ionian Sea, Greece / 11 Jan 20.   

Greek Coast Guard reported that at least 12 people died and 21 others were rescued after their boat sank in the Ionian 

Sea (North of Mediterranean Sea) on 11 Jan 20. The dead and rescued migrants were found southwest of the Greek 

island of Paxos. Reportedly, there were 50 personnel onboard.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey / 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, 131 irregular migrants attempting to illegally cross to neighboring countries were held in Turkey’s 

western province of Izmir. The Coast Guard stopped boats carrying 54 Palestinians, 60 Syrians, 14 Kuwaitis, two 

Somalians and one Iraqi national off Cesme district. While no further details were provided, the migrants were referred 

to the Provincial Directorate General of Migration Management.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Eastern Buoy, Singapore / 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, the Singapore Police Coast Guard (PCG) detected an unnumbered fiberglass boat off Eastern Buoy, 

Singapore with the aid of surveillance. Reportedly, two people jumped off the boat, while another person remained 

onboard. PCG then intercepted the boat and arrested both personnel who intended to enter Malaysia illegally to seek 

employment. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Protaras, Cyprus/ 14 Jan 20. 

 
Cyprus police stated that they rescued 101 migrants sighted on a boat off the southeast coast on 14 Jan 20. The 

migrants were brought to shore on an inflatable craft and their damaged boat was anchored near a fishing harbour. The 

migrants had reportedly set off from Mersin in Turkey.  

 

SUMMARY OF IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION INCIDENTS 
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte, East Africa/ 15 Jan 20. 

 
On 15 Jan 20, the Mayotte EMEA HQ coordinated the interception of two kwassa-type boats, with 25 migrants and 01 

suspected smuggler onboard.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte, East Africa/ 16 Jan 20. 

 
Between 16 Jan 20, the Mayotte EMEA HQ coordinated the interception of two kwassa-type boats, with 14 migrants 

and one suspected smuggler onboard.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Yemen, Gulf of Aden/ 21 Jan 20 

 

IFC-IOR monitored a report on Mercury stating that a Japanese Navy patrol aircraft detected a blue skiff with more 

than 40 personnel onboard. Most of them were reported to be women and children. The skiff was reportedly heading 

towards Yemen. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Madagascar, East Africa/ 22 Jan 20. 

 

On 22 Jan 20, National Police in Nosy Be arrested eleven migrants who were preparing a clandestine journey to 

Mayotte on 25 Jan 20. Three Malagasy nationals were suspected to be the smugglers.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte, East Africa/ 24 Jan 20. 
 
On 24 Jan 20, The AEM HQ in Mayotte coordinated the interception of a kwassa-type boat with a total of three 

irregular migrants and one suspected smuggler.  
 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya, Mediterranean Sea/ 26 Jan 20. 

 

On 26 Jan 20, International Organization for Migration (IOM) stated that a total of 78 illegal immigrants were rescued 

by the Libyan Navy off western Libyan coast. 49 migrants were returned to Libya by the Coast Guard and 

disembarked in Tripoli. IOM staff provided the migrants with medical screenings and medical assistance. A group of 

29 migrants, among them women and children, were returned to Zwara, Libya, by the coast guard.   

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya, Mediterranean Sea/ 27 Jan 20. 

 
On 27 Jan 20, a Turkish Navy frigate TCG GAZIANTEP, which was on a Mediterranean duty to support NATO’s 

Operation Sea Guardian, rescued 30 migrants on a drifting dinghy off Libya. The frigate intercepted the dinghy 

spotting the unregistered migrants onboard. The migrants were provided with aid and medical support, before being 

handed over to Libyan Coast Guard officials. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte, East Africa/ 27 Jan 20. 

 

On 27 Jan 20, The AEM HQ in Mayotte coordinated the interception of a kwassa boat with a total of five irregular 

migrants and an alleged smuggler.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya, Mediterranean Sea/ 27 Jan 20. 

 

On 27 Jan 20, the teams from two private rescue ships, t ALAN KURDI and OCEAN VIKING, made several rescues in 

the Mediterranean Sea. In total, the two ships reportedly rescued 484 personnel.  

Comments. According to the UN International Organisation for Migration, 4,432 migrants and refugees entered 

Europe by sea almost four weeks into the new year, down from the 5,266 arriving during the same period last year. 

Reported deaths have been significantly down, at 68 men, women and children, compared with 216 at this point in 

January last year. The analysis further brings out that 63 of those 68 deaths have occurred on the Eastern 

Mediterranean route linking Greece and Turkey, which compares with 71 migrant deaths on the Aegean Sea route 

through the entire year 2019. 
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MARITIME INCIDENTS 
 

A total of 48 maritime incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Jan 20.  Majority of the incidents were 

related to Search and Rescue followed by Medevac and Collisions. 

SAR operations.  A total of 22 SAR operations and six Medevac were undertaken by various maritime agencies were 

monitored for the month of Jan 20 which involved rescue of personnel at Sea. A total of 197 seafarers were rescued 

as part of these operations. 

Unauthorised Boarding. A total of four incidents pertaining to unauthorised anchoring were reported in the month of 

Jan 20. Majority of the detaining of vessels were undertaken by the Malaysian law enforcement agencies, 

particularly the MMEA, which underscores the effective monitoring and strict compliance being ensure by the agency 

for vessels anchoring without permit in the country’s waters. 
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 SAR/Off Barangay Tuyan, Philippines/ 01 Jan 20. 

On 01 Jan 20, the Philippines Coast Guard rescued 24 passengers including 13 minors from a distressed motor banca 

off the coast of Barangay Tuyan in Naga City. The personnel were safely brought to the Naga City port. Reportedly, 

the motor Banca was overloaded as it had a capacity of 15 personnel only. 

 

 Aground/ Off Waipirit, Indonesia / 02 Jan 20. 

 

On 02 Jan 20, ferry TERUBUK ran aground in the waters off Waipirit in Maluku, Indonesia. The vessel reportedly 

sustained hull breach, due to strong waves and winds. Passengers were evacuated using lifeboats. Authorities 

suspected that the vessel had collided with a pier at Waipirit port. 

 

 Sunk/ Off Sagay City, Philippines/ 03 Jan 20. 

 
A motor boat carrying 15 passengers, including six minors and two crew, sank on 03 Jan 20, off the coast of Barangay 

Old Sagay in Sagay City, Negros Occidental. Vessel reportedly encountered strong waves and the boat’s engines 

suddenly stopped working. All passengers, which included six children, a senior citizen and a person with a disability, 

were rescued and no one was injured.  

 SAR/ Zahrat Ubaidah/ 03 Jan 20. 

Jeddah Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (JMRCC) coordinated with a SAR operation involving evacuation of the 

crew of the yacht SISIUTL on 03 Jan 20. They were rescued to the Kalafia station, after which they were transferred to 

Port Sudan. 

 Fire/ Off Colombo, Sri Lanka / 04 Jan 20. 

On 04 Jan 20, an underway Container ship COSCO PACIFIC reported fire in containers stowed in cargo off Colombo 

while she was enroute from Port Klang Malaysia to Nhava Sheva (Mumbai), India. The ship interrupted the scheduled 

voyage and headed for Colombo to offload the containers on fire.  

 

 SAR/Off Mauritius/ 04 Jan 20. 

On 04 Jan 20, a distress signal was received concerning a fishing vessel that had suffered an engine failure in the 

vicinity of Flat Island with five personnel onboard. The Mauritius Grand Bay NCG deployed its vessel and towed 

them safely to the Grand Bay NCG station.  

 SAR/Off Mumbai, India/ 05 Jan 20. 

On 05 Jan 20, a yacht named TYCHE, with 30 passengers and five crew began taking in water due to leakage off 

Mumbai. A ferry nearby, ASHTAVINAYAK, ferrying passengers from Elephanta to the Gateway of India heard the 

people screaming for help and rescued them. 

Updates 

03 Jan 20-  All 64 passengers were safely evacuated and transported back to Waipirit port. 

 
04 Jan 20- Ferry was towed to the port of Waipirit to unload the vehicles onboard the vessel.  

Update  
 

09 Jan 20 - According to China COSCO Shipping information on fire accident on board container ship COSCO 

PACIFIC, fire started in a container loaded with lithium batteries, falsely declared as spare parts. At least two 

containers were destroyed by fire with neighbouring containers also said to be damaged. All burnt and damaged 

containers were offloaded and containers in vicinity of fire were being monitored.  

SUMMARY OF MARITIME INCIDENTS 
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 Collision/ Off Maldives/ 05 Jan 20. 

On 05 Jan 20, a dinghy carrying three passengers from Dharavandhoo collided with a speedboat. Reportedly, the 

dinghy did not have any navigation lights. Maldives police stated that of the three passengers onboard the boat, two 

were rescued while one remained missing.  

 Unauthorised Anchoring/Peneng Waters, Malaysia/ 05 Jan 20. 

Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained a Singapore flagged Tanker OCEAN GULL along with 

its 20 crew for anchoring without permission in Penang waters on 05 Jan 20. An inspection was conducted on the ship 

which revealed that the tanker was in Malaysian waters illegally. Officials stated that the case is being investigated 

under Section 491B(1)(I) of the Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952 for anchoring without permission from the 

Marine Department. 

 Fire/ Kaafu Atoll, Maldives/ 05 Jan 20. 

On 06 Jan 20, the Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF) stated that an 

Australian yacht named VERITA moored in Kuda Villingili Lagoon, Kaafu 

Atoll, caught fire on board. The fire fighters and rescue services were unable to 

save the ship, which eventually sank while those on board managed to proceed 

onto another nearby boat. 

 SAR/Off Pangasinan, Philippines/ 06 Jan 20. 

Philippine Coast Guard reported that seven fishermen remained missing after they left the shores of Dasol, Pangasinan 

for a fishing expedition on 06 Jan 20. The fishermen, who were onboard F/B NAREM 2, informed through radio 

communication that the boat encountered big waves around 13 feet tall. Their last reported location was 60 Nm off 

Camaso Island in Dasol, Pangasinan. The PCG deployed a BN Islander plane and multi-mission offshore vessel, BRP 

Lapu-Lapu to undertake search and rescue for fishermen. 

 Aground/Off Maldives/ 06 Jan 20. 

On 06 Jan 20, the Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF) reported that a boat with three people onboard ran 

aground on K. Kagi Reef. The Captain of the boat went missing in the incident. The other crew members, all 

expatriates, are reported to be safe. The MNDF undertook SAR for the missing person. 

 Aground/ Off Plaridel Port, Philipines/ 06 Jan 20. 

Passenger vessel OCEANJET 7 ran aground due to rough weather near Plaridel Port in Misamis Occidental, 

Philippines, on 06 Jan 20. The PCG dispatched about 20 small pump boats to evacuate the passengers and crew 

onboard and transported them back to Plaridel port. No injuries to the personnel were reported. 

 

 Medevac/ Off San Fernando, Philipines/ 06 Jan 20. 

 
Personnel of the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) Station in La Union rendered 

medical assistance to the crew of a bulk carrier MV YOUMNA off San 

Fernando, La Union on 06 Jan 20. The rescued individual had facial injury 

on the right cheek after he was hit by a grinder blade. The patient was then 

brought to Lorma Hospital for further medical treatment onboard PCG 

medical service ambulance. 

Update  

The owner of passenger vessel OCEANJET 7 coordinated with the Philippine Coast Guard and an owner of a 

private tugboat to help refloat and tow the grounded vessel. The vessel had sustained a crack on its starboard 

side. 
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 SAR/ Gulf Of Aden/ 06 Jan 20. 

Indian Naval Ship INS SUMEDHA, presently on Anti Piracy Patrol in the 

Gulf of Aden, rescued the crew of a dhow named AL-HAMID on 06 Jan 19. 

AL-HAMID was detected by an Indian Navy helicopter launched from the 

deck of INS Sumedha, which confirmed that the vessel was in distress and 

drifting near the coast of Somalia. A boarding team along with a naval 

technical team embarked AL-HAMID for routine checks onboard and 

rendered assistance. The crew of AL-HAMID comprised 13 Indian citizens. 

The technical team assessment revealed that the dhow had suffered a 

broken main engine shaft, which was not repairable at sea. The dhow was 

then towed to safety away from the Somali coast.  Before departure,      

INS SUMEDHA provided fresh water and medical supplies to the crew of the dhow. The owner of the Dhow           

AL-HAMID dispatched another vessel for towing the Dhow to port for repairs. 

 SAR/ Off Shalateen, Egypt/ 06 Jan 20. 

On 06 Jan 20, four Egyptian fishermen were found stranded on a Red Sea island near Shalateen, Egypt. The fishermen 

were missing for a week after they had gone for a fishing trip on the shores of Hurghada near Abu Ramada Island. A 

helicopter was dispatched to conduct the search for the missing fishermen. However, according to local media, the 

stranded seamen were rescued by the operators of a passing boat who notified the authorities soon after. 

 Medevac/ Off Durban, South Africa/ 07 Jan 20. 

A heavy lift ship BOKA VANGUARD interrupted her voyage from China to Brazil with offshore processing ship 

PETROBRAS 70 onboard, and approached Durban South Africa, on 07 Jan 20, requesting immediate medical 

assistance to five Brazilian seamen, understood to be PETROBRAS 70 crew, who were injured in an accident. Five 

injured crew, one in critical condition, were evacuated by South Africa Sea Rescue NSRI organizations and Air Force 

helicopters, operation was coordinated by MRCC South Africa. 

 SAR / Off Rawis, Philippines/ 07 Jan 20. 

Philippine Coast Guard rescued 14 passengers from a motorboat capsized off Rawis, Laoang, Northern Samar on      

07 Jan 20. Reportedly, the boat was loading cargoes and passengers when it capsized due to alleged overloading. It 

was also learned that the motorized banca did not have an outrigger, which may have also caused the incident. All 14 

passengers were reportedly unhurt.  

 SAR/ Off Mahajanga, Madagascar/ 10 Jan 20. 

A small boat MLEZI 3, which was missing since 28 Dec 19 in the Comoros islands, was found off Mahajanga 

Madagascar on 10 Jan 20. 13 people who were on board were reportedly safe.  

 Medevac/ Off Porbandar, India/ 10 Jan 20. 

 A 39 year old Myanmar crew member was evacuated by Indian Coast Guard 

from MV FORTUNE WING while it was enroute from Mundra port to Durban. 

Reportedly, a crew member was severely injured mid sea on 10 Jan 20. The 

crew member had a serious vertical on a right hand and a cut on a left hand as 

well. On receipt of information from MRCC Mumbai, the Indian Coast Guard 

despatched its interceptor class boat for medical evacuation. The patient was 

handed over to his local agent and later was shifted to Rajkot for treatment. 
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 Unauthorised Anchoring/Off Pulau Kendi, Malaysia/ 10 Jan 20. 

On 10 Jan 20, the Penang Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) detained a Netherland flagged cargo 

vessel ANET for unauthorised anchoring, approximately 22 Nm southwest of Pulau Kendi. After inspection it was 

found that the vessel had anchored without the permission of the Marine Department Director. The ship was manned 

by a skipper and 12 crew comprising Six Filipinos, three Dutch, two Ukrainian and a Russian national. 

 Aground/ Off Bawean Island, Indonesia/ 10 Jan 20. 

On 10 Jan 20, Cargo ship identified as tanker MT EXPRESS 88 was beached 

by a storm on northern coast of Bawean Island, Gresik Regency, Indonesia, 

Java sea. The ship sailed from Jakarta and anchored off Tanjungori to shelter 

from storm. The wind changed the direction leading to dragging of anchor. 

11 crew abandoned tanker and were rescued by local fishermen and are 

reportedly safe.  

 

 Sunk/ Off Karimunjawa, Indonesia/ 11 Jan 20. 

On 11 Jan 20, general cargo ship KM CERIA 1 reportedly sank in the waters off Karimunjawa in Central Java, 

Indonesia. All the 14 crew members were found floating on a life raft and were safely rescued by two vessels. The 

crew members were rescued thirty hours after the incident occurred and received medical treatment. 

 Unauthorised Anchoring/Singapore Strait/ 11 Jan 20. 

Two South Korean ships were reportedly detained for unauthorised anchoring in waters between Indonesian islands 

Bintan and Batam off Singapore straits. LPG tanker DL LILY was seized on 09 Oct 19, whilst enroute from Port Klang 

to Singapore. Another vessel CH BELLA, a bulk carrier was seized on 11 Jan 20, NW of Bintan island, where she 

anchored on 09 Jan 20 shortly after leaving Singapore.  

 Medevac/Off Corregidor Island, Philippines/ 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) evacuated an injured crew member of a Chinese cargo vessel WU 

ZHOU 8 off Corregidor Island, Cavite whilst enroute to Geraldton, Australia from Bunati, Indonesia. The Chinese 

national, accidentally fell into the cargo hold and sustained head injury while on duty. PCG Surface Support Force 

(SSF) immediately dispatched a patrol vessel to conduct the medical evacuation. Following the operation, the injured 

man was transported to a local hospital for further medical assistance. 

 Medevac/Off Grande Island, Philippines/ 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, a crew of the Greece flagged Bulk Carrier MV ARIS T (IMO 9343895) who was suffering from a 

fractured right arm and right leg was medically evacuated by Coast Guard Station Zambales off Grande Island. 

 SAR/Off Tugela, South Africa/ 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, Ballito's NSRI team was activated following reports of several people being swept out to high seas by 

strong currents in the Tugela area in the Northern Bank. Upon arrival on scene, nine personnel were rescued and 

brought ashore safely. However a 5-year-old girl was reported missing. The child could not be located despite several 

efforts. 

Update  
 

17 Jan 20 – Indonesian Navy released MT DL LILY after 100 days of detention reportedly for unauthorised 

anchoring.  
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 SAR/Off Ramsgate, South Africa/ 12 Jan 20. 

On 12 Jan 20, off Ramsgate, the National Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI) assisted a boat that capsized with two men 

onboard. The two personnel were brought ashore safely and the pleasure craft was towed to port.  

 Collision/Off  Hulhule, Maldives / 13 Jan 20. 

On 13 Jan 20, the Maldives Police Service revealed that five people were injured when a ferry of Maldives Airports 

Company Ltd. (MACL) carrying 13 tourists collided with a speedboat. The injured victims were rescued to Indira 

Gandhi Memorial Hospital. 

 SAR/ Off Hambantota, Sri Lanka / 13 Jan 20. 

On 13 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy rescued six fishermen who were distressed at sea. A fishing trawler which had left the 

Kudawella fisheries harbour, observed water leak into its hull due to a collision with a rock resulting in six fishermen 

onboard being stranded at sea. On receipt of the information, a naval craft was dispatched and the fishermen were 

rescued and safely escorted to the shore.  

 Medevac/ Off Ambalantota, Sri Lanka/ 14 Jan 20. 

On 14 Jan 20, Sri Lanka Navy, based on information given by the Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, 

dispatched a Fast Attack Craft to evacuate a fisherman suffering from heart disease, from a multiday fishing trawler 

SITHIM PUTHA 01 that had left Hambantota fisheries harbour for fishing. Accordingly, the patient was transferred to 

the Fast Attack Craft in the sea area of Ambalantota and was brought ashore while administering first aid treatment. 

 SAR/Arabian Sea/ 15 Jan 20. 

On 15 Jan 20, IFC-IOR monitored the information on Mercury 

coordination net about an Iranian fishing vessel MOHAMADI2 

stranded in position 10-56.08N, 060-33.0E which has requested 

assistance from a nearby MV. The Captain had reportedly sustained an 

injury and had requested for medical assistance." 
 
 
 
 

 SAR/ Off Porbandar, India/ 17 Jan 20. 

On 17 Jan 20, a distress call was received at Coast Guard Remote Operating Station Porbandar from fishing boat 

SUBHAMURTI carrying five fishermen regarding flooding onboard, about 45 Nm off Porbandar.  A merchant ship   

MV RAHI which was in vicinity was diverted by Indian Coast Guard to assist the distressed boat and Coast Guard ship 

C-143 was immediately sailed from Porbandar to render assistance. Upon reaching the location, technical team of 

ICGS C-143 assessed the situation and arrested flooding by submersible pumps. Later, the team attended to the repairs 

following which the boat was diverted to Porbandar harbour.  

Comments. The incident location was approximately 630 Nm east of Somalia and 705 Nm west of Kavaratti, 

India. Since no IMO/ MMSI was available, search by name indicated the likely VoI to be an Iranian fishing vessel 

named MOHAMADI2. This vessel’s last transmission was on 06 Jan 20, approximately 350 Nm west of the 

reported incident location. The blue line represents vessel’s historical path.  Considering the time and space 

appreciation with the vessel operating in vicinity, the vessel may be the VoI. As per available information the 

vessel is 26 m in length with MMSI 422156070. MRCC Mumbai shared the information with five vessels in 

vicinity of incident location but none confirmed the presence of any vessel/ were far from the location.  
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 Fire/ Off Nacala, Mozambique/ 19 Jan 20. 

On 19 Jan 20, container ship EM OINOUSSES reported fire in the engine room, while underway East of Nacala in 

Mozambique Channel. The vessel was enroute from Maputo, Mozambique to Mombasa, Kenya. The engine room was 

sealed activating the fire fighting system. Two tugs from Nacala, RT MAGIC and RT SPIRIT were contracted and EM 

OINOUSSES was taken under tow to Nacala.  

 SAR/ Off Nedunthivu, Sri Lanka/ 19 Jan 20. 

On 19 Jan 20, four fishermen from Tamil Nadu were rescued by Sri Lankan naval personnel after their boat capsized 

in strong winds off Nedunthivu, 32 Nm off Sri Lanka while fishing. Officials stated that a Sri Lankan naval patrol 

vessel spotted the crew struggling in the sea and rescued them.  

 Collision/ Off Gopalpur, India/ 19 Jan 20. 

On 19 Jan 20, 18 fishermen had a narrow escape at sea when two fishing boats 

collided due to poor visibility caused by dense fog near Gopalpur, Odisha, 

India. Four personnel were injured but all of them swam ashore. Later other 

fishermen from the coast salvaged the damaged fishing boats.  

 

 Sunk/ Off Riau, Malacca Strait/ 21 Jan 20. 

On 21 Jan 20, a wooden motorboat carrying 20 undocumented workers sunk in the Malacca Strait en route to 

Malaysia. Ten of the workers remain missing. The boat departed from Rupat Island of Bengkalis regency in Riau and 

reportedly sank due to a leak in its hull.  

 SAR/ Off Boracay, Philippines / 21 Jan 20. 

On 21 Jan 20, a Chinese tourist died and 27 fellow passengers were rescued by Philippines Coast Guard after their 

boat sunk off Boracay, in Aklan. Officials stated that the victims were on island when their vessel was suddenly hit by 

a massive wave causing it to sink.  

 Unauthorised Anchoring/ Off Melacca, Malaysia / 21 Jan 20. 

On 21 Jan 20, a cargo ship anchored off the coast of Melaka was detained by the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement 

Agency (MMEA) of Melaka and Negeri Sembilan about 4 Nm SW of Upeh Island. The vessel was detained after 

failing to produce any authorised permit for anchorage from the Director of the Malaysian Navy.  

 Collision/ Off Karimunbesar Island, Singapore Strait/ 22 Jan 20. 

On 22 Jan 20, VLCC XIN JIN YANG collided with container ship DANUM 160 in western Singapore Strait East of 

Karimunbesar Island. No heavy damage to the ships was reported. Both ships were reportedly proceeding in the same 

direction at the time of collision.  

 SAR/ Off Okha, India/ 23 Jan 20. 

On 23 Jan 20, Indian Coast Guard (ICG) coordinated rescue of 13 Indian crew from a distressed merchant tanker     

MT REEM about 210 Nm from Okha. The tanker was carrying Bittumen and was on passage from Basrah, Iran to 

Hazira in India. Tanker had reported flooding in engine room and was sinking rapidly. MRCC Mumbai on receipt of 

distress, established contact with both, the ship and MRCC Karachi as the position was 90Nm inside the Pak Search 

and Rescue Region. Further, MRCC Mumbai identified MV GANGA which was operating in close vicinity and 

directed the vessel to rescue the crew in distress. All the 13 crew had been rescued by MV GANGA despite severe 

rough sea conditions. 
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 SAR/ Off Dhiffushi Island, Maldives/ 23 Jan 20. 

On 23 Jan 20, Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF) assisted a Sri Lankan fishing boat drifting off Dhiffushi 

Island after its engine failed. The crew onboard the vessel was rescued.  

 Fire/ Off Djibouti, Gulf Of Aden/ 24 Jan 20. 

On 24 Jan 20, a fire broke out onboard a bulk carrier BW ACORN while the ship was sailing in the Gulf of Aden. At 

the time of the incident, the bulker was en route to the Suez Canal. The ship’s crew members managed to contain the 

fire and put it out after several hours.  

 Collision/ Off Balikpapan, Indonesia/ 26 Jan 20. 

On 26 Jan 20, passenger RO/RO KMP LASKAR PELANGI reportedly came in contact with a fishing boat in the waters 

off Balikpapan in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishing boat suddenly experienced engine failure and 

became disabled which led to collision. The fishing boat sank; however the crew was rescued. No casualties were 

reported. 

 SAR/ Off Analaitivu, Sri Lanka/ 27 Jan 20. 

On 27 Jan 20, SL Navy assisted a fishing trawler which was adrift in the Sri Lankan 

territorial waters 11 Nm west of Analathivu island. SL Navy assisted the Indian 

fishing vessel to clear the water leaking into the hull and towed the distressed trawler 

into the Indian waters.  

 SAR/ Off Gwadar Port, Pakistan/ 29 Jan 20. 

On 29 Jan 20, two fishermen drowned when a fishing vessel met with an accident in the Northern Arabian Sea near 

Gwadar port. Officials stated that five fishermen went for fishing in the Sarbandan area of Gwadar when their vessel 

met with an accident. A team of Pakistan Navy reached the scene soon after the accident and rescued three fishermen.  

 SAR/ Off Sharjah, UAE/ 30 Jan 20. 

IFC-IOR monitored information about fire onboard a Panama flagged crude oil tanker MT ZOYA 1 (IMO 9081174) 

approximately 21 Nm off Dubai in the EEZ of UAE.  Reportedly, the tanker’s crew was rescued by the port authority. 

In addition, the vessel was reportedly not loaded with any oil shipment. The cause of fire was a likely “mishap during 

maintenance operations”. 

 SAR/ Off San Andres, Philippines/ 31 Jan 20. 

On 31 Jan 20, Philippines Coast Guard Station personnel in Codon, Catanduanes rescued three fishermen after their 

boat capsized in the vicinity water off of Barangay Codon, San Andres. The motorboat was battered with big waves 

and strong currents, causing it to capsize. All personnel were reported safe.  
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 Heavy Rainfall and Floods, Madagascar/ Jan 20. 

A weather system that formed in the Mozambique Channel on 17 Jan 20 

hit the North western part of Madagascar on 22 Jan 20, causing 

widespread rains and floods. According to initial reports, at least 1,06,846 

people were affected in seven regions, with Boeny, Sofia and Alaotra 

Mangoro regions the worst-hit, according to the Government’s National 

Disaster and Risk Management Office (BNGRC). The Government 

declared a State of Emergency on 24 Jan and was leading the 

humanitarian response. As of 25 Jan, the human toll was reported as nine 

personnel missing, 31 dead, 106,846 affected and 16,031 displaced. The 

damage on infrastructure was estimated to be 67 public schools 

completely destroyed with another 28 public schools suffering partial 

destruction. According to the International Federation of Red Cross 

(IFRC) report, the delivery of humanitarian aid was the biggest issue for 

humanitarian actor, and the mobilisation of sectoral prepositioning and on-site stock was prioritised in the current 

activities. The detailed IFRC report may be accessed at 

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Madagascar%20-

%20Heavy%20Rains%2C%20Floods%20and%20Landslides%20-

%20Emergency%20Plan%20of%20Action%20DREF%20Operation%20n%C2%B0%20MDRMG016.pdf. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Update  
 

On 28 Jan 20, Indian Navy launched 'Operation Vanilla' in support of the national disaster in flood-hit 

Madagascar and diverted a large amphibious ship to provide assistance. As the first respondent, Indian Navy 

diverted Indian Naval Ship INS Airavat, mission deployed in the Southern Indian Ocean, to Antsiranana based on 

assistance requested by government of Madagascar. The ship handed over 5000 Kilograms of relief material 

including food items, clothing and essential consumer goods to the Government of Republic of Madagascar. The 

ship supplied five pallets each of victualing, clothing and naval stores along with three pallets of medicines. The 

Medical Team from the ship held a medical camp at Antsiranana from 01 to 02 Feb 20 in coordination with local 

authorities. 

 
 

NATURAL EVENTS 
 

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Madagascar%20-%20Heavy%20Rains%2C%20Floods%20and%20Landslides%20-%20Emergency%20Plan%20of%20Action%20DREF%20Operation%20n%C2%B0%20MDRMG016.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Madagascar%20-%20Heavy%20Rains%2C%20Floods%20and%20Landslides%20-%20Emergency%20Plan%20of%20Action%20DREF%20Operation%20n%C2%B0%20MDRMG016.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Madagascar%20-%20Heavy%20Rains%2C%20Floods%20and%20Landslides%20-%20Emergency%20Plan%20of%20Action%20DREF%20Operation%20n%C2%B0%20MDRMG016.pdf
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 Suspicious Approaches / Gulf  of Aden/   Jan 20.                                               

 

Two incidents of suspicious approach were reported in the Gulf of Aden in the month of Jan 20. On 11 Jan 20, a MV 

off Djibouti was reportedly approached by upto seven high speed crafts with four PoB on each. The crew and ship 

remained safe. On 23 Jan 20, a Saudi Arabia flagged Tanker MT NCC HIJAZ, off Djibouti was reportedly approached 

by skiffs off Djibouti and after taking the necessary security measures the pirates left the scene. No injuries were 

reported. The crew and ship remained safe.  

 

 
 

Situation in Persian Gulf/Gulf of Oman 

 

Heightened military activity and increased political tensions were observed in the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman and 

Strait of Hormuz which remained a cause of concern for the commercial shipping. In view of the security scenario in 

Strait of Hormuz and Persian Gulf, shipping community as well as concerned countries have been taking various 

steps to ensure safety and security of merchantmen as well as security of trade and sea lanes of communication. 

Some of the highlights of the month of Jan 20 are summed up below:- 

(a) India’s Director General of Shipping issued a Maritime security advisory for vessels operating in 

the Persian gulf, Strait of Hormuz and Gulf of Oman. NT Wing Maritime security circular 01/2020 dated 08 

Jan 20 may be accessed at                       

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/ShippingNotices/202001080427043337502NT_Cir_01of2020.

pdf. Indian Navy continues to deploy its assets to ensure safety and security of Indian Flagged Vessels 

operating/ transiting through Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman in line with Operation Sankalp which was 

executed on 20 Jun 19. 

(b) Various Maritime Alerts were issued by US Maritime Administartion as guidance to US commercial 

shipping which may be accessed at http://bit.ly/3a38oYC. 

(c) On 20 Jan 20, UK Department of Transport issued revised Maritime security Guidance for British 

flagged ships operating in the Persian Gulf.  

(d) Additional guidance for vessels transiting through Persian gulf, gulf of Oman and Strait of Hormuz 

as jointly issued by BIMCO, ICS, INTERTANKO and OCIMF may be accessed at 

https://www.ocimf.org/media/134570/reporting-guidance-for-vessels-transiting-the-arabian-gulf-ag-straits-

of-hormuz-soh-and-gulf-of-oman-goo-.pdf. 

(e) An official statement was issued by French External Affairs ministry pertaining to the EU initiative 

of European Maritime Awareness in the SoH (EMASOH) wherein it was brought out that in 

complementarily with existing maritime security efforts and initiatives in the region, including IMSC, 

EMASoH aims to ensure a safe navigation environment and to lower the existing tensions in the region. It 

was also brought out that the mission HQ will be based in Abu Dhabi,UAE. The detailed statement may be 

accessed at https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/europe/news/article/european-

maritime-awareness-in-the-soh-emasoh-political-statement-by-the. 

(f) The International Maritime Security Construct (IMSC) was officially launched on 07 Nov 19 at the 

United States 5th Fleet’s Base in Bahrain. The multinational Maritime Security mission has been termed as 

Coalition Task Force (CTF) Sentinel. It currently comprises of seven nations - Albania, Australia, Bahrain, 

Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and United States of America.  

 

In view of the above actions and present security scenario, the maritime community is urged to be aware of the 

developments in the region and proceed in accordance with the directives issued by their company and Flag 

State. It is strongly recommended that the vessels adhere to BMP5 and report any suspicious activity to regional 

Maritime Security centres or IFC-IOR. 

Gulf of Aden/Gulf of Oman Update 
 

Comments. In both cases, there was no threat to the crew or vessel. It is opined that the cases may be related to 

routine fishing vessel movement in the Gulf of Aden. However, the vessels are advised to continue to exercise 

caution and ensure strict adherence to BMP 5. 
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https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/europe/news/article/european-maritime-awareness-in-the-soh-emasoh-political-statement-by-the
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/europe/news/article/european-maritime-awareness-in-the-soh-emasoh-political-statement-by-the
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 Sub-Committee on Navigation, Communications And Search And Rescue (NCSR).  

 

The 7
th
 Session of NCSR was held from 15 to 24 Jan 20 at IMO Headquarters, London. Some of the major 

approvals/recommendations by the committee for consideration by the Maritime safety Committee (MSC) were :- 

- Amended ship routeing systems approved 

- Recognition of Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System  

- Performance standards for shipborne Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) receiver equipment approved 

- Revised Guidelines for Vessel Traffic Services agreed 

- Modernizing the global maritime distress and safety system  

- Revised SafetyNET Services Manual approved 

- Guidance for SAR services regarding aircraft autonomous distress tracking approved  

- Polar Code application to  non-SOLAS ships – correspondence group established  

- Revision of guidelines on places of refuge 

- Liaison statements to ITU and CEPT ECC approved  

The details may be accessed at www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/NCSR/Pages/NCSR-7th-session.aspx. 

 

 ReCAAP Nautical Forum 2020. 

 

The 11th event in the series, Nautical Forum 2020 is organized by the ReCAAP ISC and supported by the ReCAAP 

Focal Point (Singapore) which is also the Maritime and Port Authority (MPA) and Singapore Shipping Association 

(SSA) was held on 15 Jan 20. The forum provides a platform to engage the shipping industry, regional authorities, 

ReCAAP ISC’s Focal Points, local representatives of foreign embassies and trade mission of the ReCAAP Member 

States, and the maritime community in sharing views, gathering feedbacks and making recommendations collectively 

towards combating piracy and armed robbery against ships in Asia for 2020. 

 

 US Contributes To Gulf Of Guinea Maritime Security. 

 

Starting in Jan 20, the United States began its one-year secretariat of the G7++ Friends of Gulf of Guinea (G7++ 

FoGG) Group, with Gabon serving as co-secretariat.  This group coordinates the support of international partners for 

the maritime security standards agreed upon by West and Central African heads of state at a summit in Yaoundé in 

2013.  The G7++ FoGG Group helps secure the Gulf of Guinea against the threats of piracy, armed robbery, and other 

illicit maritime activities.  By creating the conditions for improved maritime security, this group fosters prosperity and 

economic growth for all countries along the Gulf of Guinea. The G7++FoGG  is composed of Germany, Canada, the 

US, Italy, Japan, UK, France, Belgium, Brazil (observer), South Korea, Denmark, Spain, Norway, the Netherlands, 

Portugal, Switzerland, the European Union, UNODC and INTERPOL. More details can be accessed at  

https://cm.usembassy.gov/press-release-u-s-cameroonian-military-cooperation-broadens-and-matures/.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Events of Interest 
 

Sub-Committee on Navigation, Communications and Search and Rescue (NCSR) 

 

The Sub-Committee on Navigation, Communications and Search and Rescue (NCSR) deals with all matters related 

to navigation and communication, including the analysis and approval of ships routing measures and ship reporting 

systems; carriage requirements and performance standards for navigational and communication equipment; the 

long-range identification and tracking (LRIT) system and the development of e-navigation. It also deals with search 

and rescue matters and the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS), including recognition of service 

providers. Joint working groups reporting to the NCSR Sub-Committee include the ICAO/IMO Joint Working Group 

on Harmonization of Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue and the Joint IMO/ITU Experts Group on 

Maritime Radio communication Matters. 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/NCSR/Pages/NCSR-7th-session.aspx
https://cm.usembassy.gov/press-release-u-s-cameroonian-military-cooperation-broadens-and-matures/
https://cm.usembassy.gov/press-release-u-s-cameroonian-military-cooperation-broadens-and-matures/
https://cm.usembassy.gov/press-release-u-s-cameroonian-military-cooperation-broadens-and-matures/
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 Coronavirus (COVID-19) and advisories for maritime community. 

 

On 31 Dec 19, WHO was alerted to several cases of pneumonia in 

Wuhan City, Hubei Province of China. Subsequently, on 7 January 

2020, Chinese authorities confirmed that they had identified a new 

virus in the coronavirus family of viruses, which includes the 

common cold and viruses such as SARS and MERS. This new virus 

was temporarily named "2019-nCoV". On 30 Jan 20, WHO declared 

that the outbreak of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) constituted a 

Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). 

 

 

 New implementation strategy for India’s single-use plastic ban. 

 

On 08 Jan 20, India’s DG Shipping issued Addendum 1 to Order 5 of 2019 describing its new implementation strategy 

for the single-use plastic ban. All ships are eventually required to reduce their single-use plastic use by 90% during 

stays in Indian ports.  

This will be achieved by a stepwise implementation of the prohibition and will be based on ship type and each ship’s 

actual inventory of single-use plastic items. To summarise: 

 All ships when at Indian ports or places must be able to present an inventory list identifying all single-

use plastic items onboard that are covered by the prohibition. The deadline for establishing the inventory list is 

31 January 2020 for cargo ships and 31 March 2020 for passenger ships. 

Gen for Mariners 
 

Advisories related to Coronaviurs for maritime Community 

 

 Important maritime advisories which will be helpful for the maritime community are summed up below:- 

 

IMO – Circular dated 31 Jan 20 titled Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) may be accessed at 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/PublishingImages/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204%20%20Novel

%20Coronavirus%202019-Ncov%20Secretariat.pdf. 

 

DG Shipping – India’s DG Shipping MS notice 02 of 2020 dated 28 Jan 20 titled “Maritime advisory on 

coronavirus” may be accessed at   

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202001290410249101915Ms_Notice_02of2020.pdf. 

 

International Maritime Health Association (IMHA)- IMHA Advice to shipping companies dated 26 Jan 20 may be 

accessed at  

https://www.imha.net/sites/default/files/2020-01/20200126%20CORONA%20advice%20shipping%20comp.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/PublishingImages/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204%20%20Novel%20Coronavirus%202019-Ncov%20Secretariat.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/PublishingImages/Circular%20Letter%20No.4204%20%20Novel%20Coronavirus%202019-Ncov%20Secretariat.pdf
https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/202001290410249101915Ms_Notice_02of2020.pdf
https://www.imha.net/sites/default/files/2020-01/20200126%20CORONA%20advice%20shipping%20comp.pdf
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 An inventory list should identify the different types of single-use plastic items onboard but need not 

specify the actual number of each item onboard. As an example, the DGS explains that all plastic bags 

irrespective of size will be considered as one single-use plastic item. 

 For cargo ships, 50% of the items in the inventory list will be prohibited from 1 April 2020, 75% from 1 

July 2020 and 90% from 1 October 2020. 

 Passenger ships are given two extra months to comply with each step of the phase-out schedule. 

 Ship operators are free to decide which items in the inventory list to place in each ‘phase-out category’ 

and can therefore prioritise based on each ship’s operational requirements and crews’ needs. 

 

 Study on Cyclones in Northern IOR. A study on “Unconventional Tracks of Tropical Cyclones in Northern 

Indian Ocean” was undertaken by Indian Navy’s Directorate of Naval Oceonology and Meteorology and has been 

uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Jan 20 in IOR region has been uploaded on 

IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments. The study was also shared by UKMTO in its weekly report (19-26 Jan 20) for larger 

dissemination to maritime community. The same may be accessed at https://www.ukmto.org/indian-

ocean/products/weekly-reports/2020. 

 

 

 

Update  
 

On 16 Oct 19, DG Shipping issued Order No.05 of 2019 prohibiting the use of single-use plastic items onboard 

ships. The order prohibits the carriage of any such items onboard Indian flagged ships while foreign flagged ships 

are only prohibited from using any such item while at places or ports in India. While the initial plan was to 

implement the order in full by 01 Jan 20, DGS later decided to postpone its implementation, to allow the shipping 

industry time to put in place the logistical arrangements needed to comply with the new requirements. DGS 

published a notice to that effect on 21 Nov 19. 

 

https://dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/News/201910170533471492393DGS_Order_05of2019.pdf
http://www.gard.no/Content/28793699/DGS_Order_05.pdf
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IMO 

 

IMB-PRC 

 

ReCAAP 

 

RMIFC Madagascar 

 

MDAT-GoG 

 

IFC Singapore 

 

DNK-IOC 

 

GARD 

 

Windward 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/ 

  

https://gisis.imo.org/ 

  

https://www.icc-ccs.org/ 

  

https://www.asiatimes.com/ 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/ 

 

https://www.omanobserver.om/ 

 

https://www.thesundaily.my/ 

 

http://www.colombopage.com/ 

 

http://bernama.com/  

 

http://maritimereview.co.za/ 

 

https://www.nst.com.my/ 

 

https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 

 

https://www.thephuketnews.com/ 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

     

https://www.infomigrants.net/ 

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/ 

 

Sources/ News Links 
 

https://arxmaritime.com/
https://gisis.imo.org/
https://www.icc-ccs.org/
https://www.asiatimes.com/
https://www.fleetmon.com/
https://www.omanobserver.om/
https://www.thesundaily.my/
http://www.colombopage.com/
http://bernama.com/
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/
https://www.vesseltracker.com/
https://www.thephuketnews.com/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
https://www.infomigrants.net/
https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/
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 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security 

and safety in the IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are 

relevant to maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and 

beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of 

common concern with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, 

workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR 

etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian 

Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of 

Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and 

international agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charter of IFC-IOR 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 

and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open 

sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 

anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort 

has been taken to ensure veracity of data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent 

usage of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all 

stakeholders to report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive and 

prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime 

domain.  The information contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of 

the views of the Indian Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, 

please contact the IFC-IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 
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